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Abstract- The use of kinetic energy of the wind is in full rise in the world and it starts to be known in our country but timidly. 
One or more aero generators can be installed to produce for example electricity on isolated places or not connected to the 
electrical supply network. To use the wind as energy source, it is necessary to know first the energy needs for the population 
and study the wind intensity, speed, frequency and direction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
THE field of wind energetic witnessed a rapid 
expansion with the widening of the installation of aero 
generators for electric production in the industrialized 
countries. Moreover, the will to reduce the emission of 
the gases responsible for the greenhouse effect has 
pushed many countries to be more interested in 
renewable energies where of the wind energy is part. 
Beside, the study of the profitability of wind systems is 
closely linked to the source itself, namely the wind, 
concerning Algeria; the wind resource varies a lot 
from one place to another. This is basically due to 
much diversified topography and climate. In effect, 
Our larger country is subdivided in to big distinct 
geographic zones, the Mediterranean North is 
characterized by a coastal line of 1200 km and a 
mountainous landscape, represented by the two 
mountainous chain of the north Atlas and the south 
Atlas, between theme, lie the plain and the high 
plateau of continental climate. The South is 
characterized by a desert climate. 
 
II. ESTIMATION OF WIND RESOURCES 
 
A preliminary study of the seasonal and yearly 
evolution of the average speed of the wind has 
permitted to make the first identification of the 
windswept regions of Algeria. This representation of 
the speed in from of map has two map from, with two 
purposes, the first to identify the vast regions with 
good promises of exploitation of wind energy, the 
second is to show in evidence the relative variation of 
the resource across Algeria. 

 
Fig.1. Annual card of the average speed of wind to 10m of 

ground (m/s) 

The map represented in Fig.1. shows that the south is 
characterized by vast region with good promises of 
wind energy exploitation .The second is to put in 
evidence the relative variation of the resource across 
Algeria. The map represented in figure 1 shows that 
the south is characterized by speeds faster than the 
north, particularly the south-west with speeds superior 
to 4 m/s and which goes beyond the value of 6 m/s in 
Adrar region. Concerning the North, we globally 
notice that the average speed is a little rising, we 
indicate, however, the existence of microclimates in 
the coastal sites of Oran, Bejaia and Annaba, on the 
high plateau of Tiaret, a region bordered by Bejaia in 
the north and Biskra in the south, however the wind 
speed undergoes variations according to the seasons 
that we mustn’t neglect, particularly when installing 
the conversion system of wind energy. The seasonal  
map represented in figure2 clearly show that autumn 
and winter are less windswept than the rest of the 
seasons and that  spring is the most windswept  of all. 
Nevertheless, we notice that Tiaret region is an 
exception with a weaker in summer than in winter. On 
the other hand, regions such as Biskra, Adrar and 
Annaba are characterized by a relatively constant 
speed throughout the years. 
 
III. WIND APPLICATION 
 
With the knowledge of the encountered problems for 
the transport of the electric energy in the remote region 
as well its high cost, it would be interesting to put in 
mind the application of the conversion systems of the 
wind. Energy for the isolated region having a 
considerable wind potential the south-west region 
present all the characteristics of the candidate sites for 
this energy exploitation. In this respect, we have 
suggested a method of calculation of the power of 
production of an aerogenerator with a nominal power 
of 200kw [02]. This method was carried out in the sites 
of Bechar, Adrar, In Salah, Timimoun and Tindouf 
marked respectively by average speeds of 3.7 m/s, 5.8 
m/s, 3.8 m/s, 5.1 m/s, 4.3 m/s. Knowing that the wind 
speed increases according to the height [03] and in 
order to avoid the problems of the turbulences due to 
nature of the surface and others obstacles, the wind 
energy is generally spotted at heights superior to the 
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height of the measure of 10m.  
The developed method allows also the optimization of 
the produced power according to the height of the 
installation of blades of the aero generators. The 
produced powers obtained are represented in shape 
3for several heights. We notice that power increases 
according to the speed and the height. In effect, for the  

sites of Adrar, for example, we notice that an increase 
in the average speed in a rate of 14% between 10m and 
50m has led to increase of 60% of the produced power. 
Concretely, taking into consideration the daily 
consumption of 2 kilowatts-hour per house, the 
number of houses which can be fed by the selected 
aero-generator, has been calculated.

 

 
Fig.2. Seasonal card of wind speed (m/s) 

 
The obtained results are given in figure 3. It‘s 
interesting to notice that an aero-genetor of 200 kw 
can feed 673 homes in the site of Tindouf and 871 
homes in Adrar (at height of 30m). Hence, we clearly 
see the importance and the profit of the preliminary 
evaluation of wind resources before conspiring any 
exploitation of the energy [1]. 
 

 
Fig.3. Variation of power according to the height ‘south-west’ 

wind deposit in Algeria. (Example) 
 

IV. WIND DEPOSIT IN ALGERIA 
(EXAMPLES) 
 
Adrar: the density of the yearly average power 
available on the site of Adrar at 10m is estimated at 
2481, 83 kwh/m². Year, for the same height and the 
density of the yearly average power recoverable is 
1464,30 kwh/m². Year, for the same height. This 
density of power becomes after the correction of the 
density of air (coefficient of thermal correction, of 
pressure and altitude), 1355,90 kwh/m².Year [2].  

Generally, the speeds are measured at a normalized 
height equal to 10m from the ground, but 
commercialized aero generators are placed at heights 
superior or equal to 25m from the ground, so the 
specification of the site must be corrected by using a 
model of vertical extrapolation, at this height (25m) 
the density of the recoverable yearly average power is 
that of 1956, 2 kwh/m². 
 

 
Fig.4. The number of houses that can be fed by a system of 

200kw. 
A. Bechar 
The region of Bechar is candidate to be a favorite site 
where producing energy will be helpful for the 
network installed before. 
The following table shows the potentiality of wind 
energy in this region [3]. 
B. Beni-Saf 
The region of Beni-Saf presents an excellent wind 
deposit. The wind blow from the same direction, at 
speeds superior to 10m/s very frequent and constant 
(table 2), which gives us high effective powers. The 
wind energetic potential is available all the year, with 
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high degrees in winter, which is not possible with the 
solar energy. The yearly average energetic effective 
power for a winds weeping of 1 square meter is about 

860 watt/m². This region can produce enough electric 
energy to meet its needs and even sell this  
energy to neighboring region [4]. 
 

Table 1 
Annual wind-speed in Bechar 

 
 

Table 2 
Direction of the winds in BeniSaf 

 
 

C.  Chlef 
The thematic analyses of the studied regions have 
shown that the coastal zone, as Tenes, the centre and 
the nearly municipalities such as el hassan, Sidi 
Okacha and Sidi Abderrahmane are the most 
windswept of the valley of the Chlef (figure 4). 
 

 
Fig.5. Atlas of the destiny of power of the winds of the valley of 

Chlef estimated at 10m from the ground 
 
This we can conclude that Tenes remains the most 
appropriate site to install a profitable wind system and 
it’s performing for pumping water needed for 
irrigation, as these municipalities tend to be 
agricultural. In the future outlook, we will be 
interested in the microclimate of Tenes zone and the 
influence of all the parameters such as the roughness 

of the ground, the obstacle effects …on the wind speed 
(table 3) [5]. 

Table 3. 
Statistic study results (Chlef) 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The production of energy thanks to wind power 
doesn’t reject gas with greenhouse effect or 
atmospheric pollutants. Fighting the climatic changes, 
the wind power takes part in maintaining in the long 
run the biodiversity of natural milieu. The winds « 
wind deposit » of Algeria start to be hesitatingly 
studied. The global evolution of the wind deposit in 
our country is made at the first phase starting from the 
data of the classic meteorological station; the winds 
are measured at one or 2m, from the ground. When the 
winds are, in one zone or one region, defined as a 
source of energy, through studies should be done 
according to the aero generator we wish to install.  
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